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Abstract— Several subfields in symbolic AI can be useful in
game agents: dynamic epistemic logic, epistemic planning, belief
revision and natural language processing. Furthermore, there is
a sizeable number of papers exploring their interactions, but
very few practical implementations. We present WemblAI, a
toolbox that aims at collecting algorithms from these fields using
a common framework. WemblAI is still largely a work in
progress.
Keywords— dynamic epistemic logic, epistemic planning,
belief revision, natural language processing, multi agent systems

I. INTRODUCTION
Interactions with actors in games have previously included
planning (Republique in [25]), reactive planning and utility
systems (The Sims in [19], Versu in [16]), reasoning using
first order logic (MKULTRA in [23] and [22]) or exclusion
modal logic (Versu in [16]), and natural language generation
and parsing (Façade in [27], Talk of the Town in [33]) within
the game mechanics. More recent advances in symbolic AI
and close fields may provide interesting mechanics and
increased believability, especially when combined. The
present paper shows how several of these techniques can be
blended together in a single software package called
WemblAI and describes new possibilities arising from their
interaction: dynamic doxastic logic, belief revision, epistemic
planning and natural language processing. The aim of this
project is to provide a package that can cater for the needs of
complex characters (e.g. RPGs or interactive fiction); the
development of a sample game to demonstrate its capabilities
is under study. Although some mechanisms are already in
place, WemblAI is still a work in progress.
II.

BACKGROUND

A. Dynamic epistemic logic
Dynamic epistemic logic (DEL), as described by van
Ditmarsch, Hoek and Kooi in [11], combines two important
aspects of agency: knowledge (and belief, as "fallible
knowledge") and action consequences. In an example
formulation, the language is defined as follows. Given two
sets of agents A and atoms P, we will define two languages,
one defining formulas and one defining actions:
ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | (ϕ ∧ ϕ) | Kaϕ | CBϕ | [α]ϕ
α ::= (M, s) | (α ∪ α)
The language thus allows us to specify several types of
operators:
•

Classic logic operators;

•

Knowledge and common knowledge operators, which
restrict the epistemic models for an agent or for a set
of agents with the target proposition, and which can
be replaced by belief operators to allow for incorrect
information; and

•

Dynamic operators, which specify an action and
define the successor epistemic state (or possible
states, for with nondeterministic actions) of an agent
after that action has been executed, provided that the
current state did in fact comply with its preconditions.

In the action language, M is defined as a tuple of: an action
point (which basically identifies an action), an equivalence
relation (which defines which actions outcomes are
indistinguishable for each agent) and a set of preconditions in
the logical language. The effects of distinguishable actions on
distinguishable states as successor states will also be
distinguishable for an agent.
B. Epistemic planning
The automated planning community started adopting
dynamic epistemic logic as the base formalism for epistemic
planning, a novel approach to planning under partial
observability and nondeterminism, adding another aspect of
agency like goals and plans. The Dagstuhl seminar on
epistemic planning in [8] describes several problems to which
it can be applied, some of which can be very appealing to
games: cooperative problems, security games, adversary game
playing and multi agent deception. Eger and Martens have
already provided some examples of its uses in games in [13],
[14] and [15].
C. Belief revision
Belief revision (described in [20] and [21]) is a useful way
to formalize nonmonotonic reasoning. It organizes beliefs in a
hierarchical set or base (depending on whether a belief in one
layer implies beliefs in other layers) and methods to add new
beliefs so the most plausible layer is always consistent,
possible resulting in beliefs moving up and down the
hierarchy. It appeared in the previously mentioned fields, as
epistemic planning started considering plausibilities in action
outcomes and Baltag and Smets defined Conditional Doxastic
Logic (CDL) in [6] and [7], a generalization of well-known
layered beliefs models based on their version of Dynamic
Doxastic Logic. Belief revision has been extensively
developed, but not incorporated into games, possibly because
reasoning is perceived as complex and time consuming. Multi
agent systems like Jason have adapted such algorithms as
described in [1] and [2], but in this field the emphasis is put in
cooperation and predictability. Fig. 1 shows two examples of
different expansion methods, where accepting a new
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proposition results in different possible truth sets depending
on the method (lower layer, p={T} and q={T} on the right vs.
p={T,F} and q={T} on the left).
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"Requested D z", where agent D requests the agent to
take action z).
•

A store of conjoined sentences as current beliefs,
ordered by plausibility and keeping the source that
originated the belief (another agent, past observations
or even statistical inference). These sentences are
written in dynamic doxastic logic, hence
incorporating doxastic ("believes") and dynamic
("after action") modalities. States are only expanded
when needed during reasoning and planning. A CNF
is built from selected sentences, and it is preferred to
DNF to defer state replication in stages like planning
as much as possible. There are some data structures
dealing with doxastic sentences already available as
in [24], but this prevents handling sentences like "B(a)
¬q v [α]p" that target at both doxastic and dynamic
modalities.

•

A cache of dynamic operators and beliefs about other
agents' minds. This cache is only valid as long as the
appropriate support is held, and it may be necessary
to rebuild it every time a new datum is received by the
agent. When reasoning, the beliefs about the other
agent's beliefs are expanded into full blown instances
of this same architecture. Likewise, dynamic
operators in the agent's mind are used to expand "next
states" in planning. Note that keeping operators in a
declarative representation allows the agent to
dynamically update the consequences ad plausibilities
of a certain action, be it through observation and
inference, or information exchange with other agents.
Keeping track of the validity of the elements in this
cache is right now an open issue.

Fig. 1. Belief revision: moderate expansion (left) vs conservative expansion
(right)

D. Symbolic Natural Language Processing (NLP)
The use of symbolic tools for NLP analysis and synthesis
like the Grammatical Framework described in [31]. can take
these algorithms one step beyond: at-the-core formal
statements can be interchanged using a controlled language
giving the illusion of natural language, as has been done with
description logics in [26]. The use of parsers with ambiguous
representations allows a player to influence a character by
feeding them with information that can be interpreted in
different ways. The ambitious effort of the Grammatical
Framework project already provides a huge library of terms
and grammatical constructions in several languages, with ties
to the WordNet project (in [30]).
E. Integration in the WemblAI package
The author started the WemblAI1 and heroes-cant2 projects
to collect and implement software that can be embedded in
games and perform dynamic doxastic logic reasoning and
epistemic planning under belief revision for more complex
NPCs allowing more rewarding interactions. The amount of
algorithms described in literature is impressive, but few of
them have software implementations. For example, Girlando,
Negri et al. developed a sequent-calculus-based system to
check sentences in CDL in [18]. Rott describes in [32] nearly
30 methods for revision of belief sets. A dynamic doxastic
logic tableau was provided by Aucher and Schwarzentruber in
[3] while establishing its complexity, and at least Andersen,
Bolander et al. in [3] and Huang, Fang et al. in [24] provide
epistemic planning algorithms, a simple breadth-first search
ranked by action plausibility and an optimized planner with a
custom epistemic representation. A notable mention goes to
the DEMO model checker software by van Eijck in [16].
III.
ARCHITECTURE
In WemblAI, an agent's mind consists of the following
elements:
•

1

A historic list of timestamped observations.
Observations can be direct tests of atomic ontic (ie
facts) propositions ("Saw p", the agent perceives that
p is true, or "Watched B a", the agent perceives that B
is performing action a) or records of sentences from
other agents ("Told B (Believes C q)", agent B tells
the agent that agent C believes that q is true, "Asked
C p", agent C asks the agent whether p is true, or
https://bitbucket.org/brainific/wemblai/src/master/

In Fig. 2, a sample agent mind is shown, containing, from
top to bottom, the list of timestamped observations (higher
timestamp is most recent, at the bottom), hierarchical beliefs
with sources (higher plausibility at the bottom) and a cached
model of C’s mind (unknown observations, p is believed with
unknown plausibility related to other beliefs).
The following mechanisms are being implemented:
•

The doxastic dynamic logic tableau from [5].
Unfortunately, this tableau needs to be extended to
consider ontic, and not only epistemic, action
postconditions. Z3 (in [29]) and other options are
being considered as a final step in non-modal
sentences to accelerate reasoning, or alternatively as a
source of algorithms, like using CDCL (Conflict
Driven Clause Learning) as opposed to the former
DPLL
(Davis-Puttnam-Logemann-Loveland)
algorithm.

•

The epistemic planning algorithm from Andersen and
Bolander in [3], which in essence performs a breadthfirst search on the state tree. [24] incorporates the
PrAO planning algorithm from [34] and will be
inspected as a possible improvement on this
algorithm.

•

Part of the belief revision algorithms from [32],
mainly expansions, updates and contractions, without

2

https://bitbucket.org/brainific/heroes_cant/src/master/

considering right now more complex alternatives that
take into account the current contents of the belief set.
{TS1, Saw p}
{TS2, Told B (Believes C p)}
{TS3, Watched C {mod, a}}
[3.1] {Believes C p, src = Told B}
[2.1] {[mod, a] q, src = Learnt}
[2.2] {q, src = Deduct [2.1,1.2]}
[1.1] {p, src = Saw}
[1.2] {{mod, a}, src = Saw}
C

[1.1] p

Fig. 2. Sample contents of an agent’s mind

•

A reversible parser implemented using the
Grammatical Framework that generates controlled
language sentences from logic sentences. This parser
can now represent dynamic ("if Aisha tells someone
that BoYang has a dagger then Aisha will be a thief")
and doxastic ("BoYang believes that Aisha doubts
that BoYang has the shield ") sentences in a controlled
language.

if Aisha tells someone that BoYang has a
dagger then Aisha will be a thief
DynamicMod1 (ConcrAction Aisha (TellAct
Someone (PresentSentence State (Has ADet
Weapon BoYang Dagger)))) (IsA Aisha Thief)
BoYang believes that Aisha doubts that
BoYang has the shield
PresentSentence State (DoxasticMod BoYang 0
Believe (PresentSentence State (DoxasticMod
Aisha 2 Doubt (PresentSentence State (Has
TheDet Armor BoYang Shield)))))
Fig. 3. Sample parsing of two (correct but nonsensical) sentences including
doxastic and dynamic operators in heroes_cant formal representation

IV.
DISCUSSION
The epistemic planner and the tableau together should be
enough to face games with epistemic aspects like Cluedo or
Hanabi, taking advantage of the ability to reason over own and
others' epistemic states. In Cluedo, a player can keep track of
what combinations other players are asking and infer possible
initial epistemic states for them (what cards they know) from
these actions and their goal of finding out the correct
combination. There are some areas that still need further
research, like event specification; for example, different

versions of DEL allow different ways to combine actions, e.g.
only serial composition vs. branching, or even concurrent
actions like in [11].
When implementing a planning algorithm, some issues
also come to light. Planning algorithms often use add/delete
lists as in STRIPS, i.e. updating an atomic value when the
result of an action is applied. However, a postcondition as an
arbitrary dynamic doxastic logic formula is harder to handle.
It may be handled like a radical update, placing the formula at
the base of the belief set in a similar way to an add/delete
effect, but since according to [3] postconditions maybe be also
plausibility ordered, it is not evident how the different
outcomes may be accommodated. This plausibility ordering
may also guide replanning stages if the most plausible
outcome did not turn out in the end. This would be equivalent
to contingent planning (or a behavior tree solving the
equivalent planning problem) but with the added benefit of
keeping more related information about the alternate
outcomes.
Belief revision allows for interesting game mechanics
when mixed with the previous two aspects. For example, and
like MKULTRA ([23]), a player may want to change the
belief set of an agent so that they reach a decision beneficial
to the player. However, this may not be done directly, but
instead presenting information or evidence that first must earn
the trust of the other agent. As belief layers are relative, it may
also be easier to devalue current sources of information, so
that other conflicting information is used instead. This method
does not even rely on presenting information on the matter at
hand.
Blending in NLP, the previous devaluation may be
performed using ad hominem methods, where a specific
rhetoric skill is needed to cause the other agent's reasoning
engine to disregard some source. A low value in such skill
may result in the player's information to be devalued instead.
The player must include a well-formed sentence that
represents a negative valuation of a source known to the agent.
The devalued belief can be an ontic formula (some real state),
a doxastic formula (what other agent thinks) or even a
dynamic formula (the outcomes of an action), which clearly
affects the result of a planning algorithm. To change the
cognitive status of an actor and possibly cause a change in
action the player must first probe how they update their bases:
do they trust external sources more, or rather their own
reasoning? And do they trust all their sources equally? If a new
information comes in, is all contradictory information thrown
out, or some effort is spent reconciling past information as
well?
Symbolic systems in restricted languages can be fairly
efficient as the Grammatical Framework has shown. It also
provides all alternative parsings of a sentence given a certain
grammar; validation using categories; and a two-tier
architecture that allows easy replacement of linearizations for
multilingual development (including formal languages).
Interactions between agents can be linearized in a controlled
English for an illusion of natural language, but the grammar
can also be used to fill in sentences in a word-by-word
approach, or making use of templates, both in a suitable
middle ground between scripts and full-fledged NLP and
easier to use for novel players. The use of an explicit "deep
structure" also makes it more manageable than a trainable
NLP deep learning model.

One important drawback to keep in mind is the complexity
of the algorithms involved. For example, the satisfiability
problem of the tableau used is NEXPTIME-hard. In [3] the
plan existence problem of multi agent epistemic planning (i.e.
whether a plan exists for a multi-agent planning task) is
proven to be undecidable, and the author also notes that the
plan existence problem in conditional planning with
nondeterministic actions for partially observable domains is 2EXP-complete. However, three circumstances may be
helpful: 1) the increasing computing power and memory
available, 2) the need to keep situations reasonably small and
manageable for humans to solve them, and 3) the option to
resort to other heuristics if a solution cannot be found in a
reasonable time (a.k.a. “smoke and mirrors”).
Finally, the development of a sample game showcasing
these aspects is being studied. Regarding the base mechanics
for this game, the mix of doxastic logic, planning, belief
revision and natural language lends itself well to games with
high uncertainty, many actors and complex interactions with
information exchange. A modified version of the Blades in the
Dark RPG or the Honor among Thieves boardgame seem
appropriate alternatives.
V.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented an overview of subfields
within symbolic AI that can provide meaningful capabilities
to agents in games: dynamic epistemic logic, epistemic
planning, belief revision and NLP. After reviewing the
existing literature, we find many algorithms that share themes
and subjects but very few implementations. We have started
the WemblAI project to collect and provide a common
framework to the algorithms in these areas, so their
combination may be the basis for believable agent behavior
with depth.
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